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&MARY

The results of radiometric and electromagnetic surveys over
an area at Mount Fitch North are described. These surveys were carried
out with the approval of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission as
part of the 1961 programme of uranium prospecting in the Rum Jungle
district.

Both methods outlined only very weak anomalies. On the
geophysical evidence, the area does not seem to warrant further
investigation.
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1.^INTRODUCTION

During 1961 the Bureau of Mineral Resources, with the
approval of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission, carried out a
geophysical survey of an area at Mount Fitch North as part of a
programme of uranium prospecting in the Rum Jungle Uranium Field.
A radiometric anomaly was discovered at Mount Fitch North in 1952,
during an airborne scintillograph survey conducted by the Bureau of
Mineral Resources (Wood and McCarthy, 1952). This discovery first
attracted attention to the area as a possible uranium prospect. The
operating company, Territory Enterprises Pty Ltd did some costeaning
in the area but did not find significant evidence of extensive uranium
mineralisation. However, the area lies close to a limestone/slate
contact, a position considered favourable for uranium mineralisation in
the Rum Jungle Field. The 1961 geophifsical survey was made in an
attempt to locate any such mineralisation.

Mount Fitch North lies in the Hundred of Goyder about six
miles north-west of the Rum Jungle Mine (Plate 1). Two roads lead to
the area, one from the Rum Jungle Mine, the other via Mount Burton. A
low ridge crosses the area in a roughly northerly direction.

The exact position of Mount Fitch North in relation to the
Hundred of Goyder co-ordinates is not known. The Lands and Survey
Branch of the Northern Territory Administration is at present re-surveying
the Hundred, and more accurate information on the position of the area
should be available in the near future.

A baseline 4800 ft long (bearing 23 °55') was surveyed across
the area, and traverses ranging in length up to 1800 ft were surveyed
at right angles to this baseline. The traverses were spaced at 400-ft
intervals and marked by pegs every 50 ft.

The entire layout was surveyed with the electromagnetic
(Slingram) and radiometric methods. The principles and limitations of
these methods have been discussed by Daly (1962) with particular
reference to the search for uranium in the Rum Jungle district.

2. GEOPHYSICAL RESULTS

Radiometric Results (Plate 2)

The main area of anomalous radioactivity lies between
Traverses 24N and 48N. The broad, irregular, and weak anomaly exceeds
two times background in very few locations. The area of maximum
intensity coincides approximately with the crest of the low ridge
that crosses the area.

Between. Traverses 00 and 24N the only area of anomalous
radioactivity outlined is a small, very weak anomaly on Traverse 8N.
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Electroma netic Results (Plates 3 and 4)

The electromagnetic method outlined a series of weak, elongated
anomalies. Between Traverses 20N and 32N these anomalies strike roughly
350 degrees;over the remainder of the area their strike is roughly
parallel to the baseline.

3.^DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

From the geophysical results there is no evidence of extensive
mineralisation, either sulphide or uranium, at Mount Fitch North. Both
the electromagnetic and radiometric anomalies detected were very weak and
further investigation does not appear to be warranted. The electro-
magnetic anomalies outlined probably relate to lithological boundaries
rather than to mineralisation. As yet, geological data on the area are
not available, so this suggestion cannot be verified.
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